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Bulgaria went through a significant political shift of powers in 2021. After
more than a decade-long ruling of the center-right party GERB[1], the year
was marked by two provisional governments, appointed by President Rumen
Radev, and four elections: three for National Assembly, and one presidential.
Even by local standards, it was an unusual interval with political scandals,
instability, and a surprising rise of new parties and political figures.

1. GERB/ГЕРБ or Citizens for European Development of Bulgaria formed three Governments, two of which coalitional, all
headed by its leader Mr. Boyko Borisov in the periods July 2009 – March 2013, November 2014 – January 2017 and May 2017 –
May 2021

Three personalities caught the wave of the turbulent political zeitgeist:
president Rumen Radev, who was re-elected for his second mandate; Kiril
Petkov, Minister of Economy in the 2021 provisional governments; and
Assen Vassilev, Minister of Finance during the same period. The last two,
nicknamed the Harvard Boys[2] by the foreign press, created their own
political project called Continuing the Change /Продължаваме промяната
and presented themselves as game-changers, aiming to eradicate
corruption, poverty, and persistently rising inflation rates in the country.
Petkov and Vassilev managed to get over 25% of the votes, which allowed
them to head a four-members coalition. Currently, Petkov is the Prime
Minister and Assen Vassilev is his deputy and Minister of Finance.

In the past, both Petkov and Vassilev expressed positive opinions about
China, but today their attitude has changed. This correspondent to a more
general shift in the climate of Bulgarian public opinion, with China’s
image deteriorating rapidly.

Are the “Harvard Boys” really enamoured with China?
Back in 2013 when Vassilev was Minister of Economy, Energy, and Tourism
in a caretaker government, he was harboring high hopes that Bulgaria
would become China’s – or even Asia’s – gateway to Europe[3] According to
him, the European airports were clogged and expensive, which opened
new business opportunities for the Bulgarian operators as the country
intended to create a logistical hub for China’s products and goods, shipped
all across Europe.

[2] https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-26/-harvard-boys-take-on-eu-trouble-spot-bulgaria-in-cabinet-push
[3] https://www.investor.bg/ikonomika-i-politika/332/a/vasilev-bylgariia-moje-da-stane-vhodnata-vrata-na-kitai-za-evropa-149300/

Vassilev took part personally in the concession procedure for the Plovdiv
Airport, representing Plovdiv Airport Invest BV. There were almost no data
for that company except that it was registered in the Netherlands the
same year, with an address shared with dozens of other firms. Plovdiv
Airport Invest BV formed a consortium with the Chinese HNA Group, a
holding established in 2000 and ranked 353 in the Fortune Global 500 for
2016. The consortium won the concession tender with an investment plan
for 79 million euros for 35 years. However, later in the year, HNA Group
declined to sign the papers due to internal problems.
A new procedure for the concession of the airport was launched in
February 2020. In June 2021, when Vassilev was already a Minister of
Finance, this one was canceled too, as there were no willing candidates
for the concession.[4]
At the same time, a scandal surfaced involving his previous business
partners in the firm Everbread Limited Great Britain Ltd registered in
Bulgaria. The scandal brought before the public accusations of theft, and
later of selling the company's software to the Chinese Government
Vassilev[5]. BTV, which is one of the three most popular broadcasting
media in Bulgaria, aired short interviews with previous shareholders in
Everbread, who had worked in the past with Vassilev. It was thus
confirmed that all parties involved in the conflict had taken the case to the
court in the United Kingdom; later the matter was settled through an
extrajudicial agreement.
4.https://www.economic.bg/bg/a/view/prekratjavat-procedurata-za-koncesija-na-letishte-plovdiv]
5.https://btvnovinite.bg/bulgaria/investitori-obvinjavat-vasilev-v-izmama-toj-kategorichno-otricha.html
6.https://www.dnevnik.bg/bulgaria/2021/10/31/4272775_kiril_petkov_sega_bulgarite_shte_poiskat_da_se/

Vassilev himself has denied all accusations. Vassilev’s links with China are
rather uncertain, but if we look closely into Kiril Petkov’s statements on the
same subject, we see a different approach which is way more open to
potential business initiatives with the country. In 2019 he was part of a
business delegation to China, headed by President Rumen Radev.
According to an article on the Dnevnik website[6], Petkov considers this
seven-day visit as a turning point in his future political career: the
conversations he had with Bulgaria’s president while in China led to his
appointment as a Minister of Economy in the first 2021 interim
Government. Dnevnik is a news website owned by Ivo Prokopiev, one of
the most prominent entrepreneurs in Bulgaria.

His media outlets were rather critical in the past of the former ruling party
GERB. Petkov said that no politicians from GERB took part in delegations to
China because former Prime Minister Boyko Borissov did not want them to
come.

On December 3rd, 2021, the news agency PIK, which is supportive of the
current parliamentary opposition party GERB, published an extensive
material titled “Chinese loans peek behind the longing of Kiril Petkov and
Assen Vassilev for power”. The article begins the story back in 2016, when “a
strange Chinese” was searching for a political party in Bulgaria to invest in.
The article speculated that this person was somehow involved in funding
the party of Petkov and Vasilev, Continuing the Change and that, as a
Minister of Finance, Vassiliev would approve significant Chinese loans for
Bulgaria, so that Beijing consolidates its presence in the EU.

7.https://www.24chasa.bg/novini/article/10764544
8. https://stolica.bg/kultura/fotoizlozhba-v-sofiya-pokazva-traditsiite-na-kitaiskata-nova-godina
9. https://www.btv.bg/shows/tazi-nedelia/video-sabota/kakva-shte-bade-godinata-na-tigara-po-tradicionnija-kitajski-kalendar.html

Soft power – or maybe not
The article in PIK has all the marks of a conspiracy theory (complicated
economic and political cases, presented in a black and white manner, no
stated data sources) it is interesting because it casts China in the role of
the villain, and not the usual scapegoats George Soros or the US
government, which is a news development.
What is more, the warming up of the diplomatic relations between China
and Bulgaria is real. In January 2021, in an interview for 24 hours[7] the
Chinese Ambassador in Bulgaria, Dong Xiaojun said that the newly elected
Parliament would create a new chapter in the Bulgarian political history,
placing the relationship between the two countries at a new starting point
full of promises.
China continues to slowly but steadily expand its influence in Bulgaria by
implying, this time deploying softer measures and more cultural sensitivity.
Traditionally, the New Chinese Year in February is the month when most
Lifestyle and Culture outlets publish various articles on the subject. In
January 2022 the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of China and the Chinese
embassy in Sofia organized a photo exhibition downtown dedicated to the
New Year traditions in China[8]. The opening was broadcast on public
TV[9]. The exhibition was vandalized shortly after the opening by protesters
against the Beijing Winter Olympics; signs and slogans were painted on the
posters such as “1936 Berlin Olympics = 2022 Bejing Olympics”; “CCP – Nazi
Germany”; “No Genocide Games 2022” and others.

In October 2021 another photo exhibition was organized by the Chinese
Embassy, dedicated to the 100 years anniversary of the Chinese Communist
Party. The exhibition was placed at the heart of Sofia, right in front of the
National Palace of Culture. It included photos of the Chinese leader Mao
and the current President Xi Jinping. The Bulgarian edition of radio Free
Europe[1] published an article about the event, criticizing its symbolism.
The material with the title “There they have strict communism regime. How
Mao and the red flag found themselves in front of the National Palace of
Culture” highlighted the numerous victims of Communist regimes and
particularly those in China and the USSR.
The Chinese footprint in Bulgaria is rather small compared to the one in
Serbia or Montenegro. Nevertheless, if we judge by the track record of
statements and the past entanglements with Beijing of the current leaders,
times might become more favorable for Chinese investments in Bulgaria, if
Beijing is still interested to make them. The main partner in the ruling
coalition, the movement Continuing the Change, has a more corporatist
vision of politics, and its approach to state governance is its main
instrument and strength. This, plus the rumored relations of the most
important political figures in Bulgaria with China, create room for potential
stronger Chinese attempts for influence in the country.

10. https://www.svobodnaevropa.bg/a/31517601.html, last visited on February 18th, 2022

China Watch – Disinformation Narratives

Pro-China narratives in Romania

Pro-Chinese narratives in the Romanian digital landscape tend to have a
moderate reach due to cultural differences and skepticism of Romanians towards
China. China is present in the public discussion about Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
China is seen in Romanian society as a superpower that is likely to become an
even closer ally of Russia.
How this possibility is portrayed depends on which side of the echo chamber we
listen to. Pro-China narratives try to create the image of China as the savior of the
West's hegemony and bad decisions. Often we see the parallel with the
Afghanistan withdrawal quoted as a common example of how the US fails and
China comes and helps civilians. We can see on one side how blaming the West
for the conflict in Ukraine has become a narrative supported by China in the Black
Sea Region.

China Watch – The Information War

An interesting twist is creating the picture of a benevolent China, a propeace China that is willing to mediate the conflict between Russia and
Ukraine. In Romania, it has become quite popular that China does not
condemn Putin’s regime, but will send humanitarian aid to Ukraine. This is
a sign that China is interested in being perceived as a rational actor, mainly
by the public eye in the Black Sea Region.
This discussion creates room for another growing narrative, the narrative
that the West is to blame for the Ukrainian invasion, by provoking Russia. In
this sense, the Russian-Chinese alliance is only a natural and legitimate
response to the US’s aggression.

The US is failing
in protecting
democracy.

The US is
agressive towards
China.

China is an
impartial actor.

The US has caused
the conflict in
Ukraine.

China was forced to
become an ally of
Russia.

China can mediate
the war in Ukraine.

Disinformation narratives – The Information War in Romania
1. China wants peace. China is ready to mediate the conflict between
Russia and Ukraine. The US doesn't have the moral high ground to
condemn the Kremlin for the invasion, and it shouldn't pretend to defend
Ukraine. China will offer humanitarian aid to Ukraine.

Source - Facebook Page
România mea

Source - Facebook Page
Embassy of the People's
Republic of China,
Romania

Disinformation narratives – The Information War in Romania
2. China accuses the US and EU of hypocrisy. The West is offering
preferential treatment to Ukrainian refugees.
3. China and Russia's alliance is justified. China is protecting itself and its
interests by having an alliance against the West's hegemony. The US is the
aggressor and might want to attack China.

Source - Website Article
dantomozei.ro

Source - Facebook Page
Cozmin Gușă

The online monitoring was made using Crowdtangle.
Quoted articles
http://dantomozei.ro/2022/03/24/occidentul-in-special-sua-principalresponsabil-pentru-criza-din-ucraina/
http://dantomozei.ro/2022/03/29/china-este-inacceptabil-sasimpatizezi-cu-refugiatii-din-ucraina-inchizand-ochii-in-fatarefugiatiilor-din-intreaga-lume/
http://dantomozei.ro/2022/03/25/china-rusia-si-ucraina-trebuieincurajate-sa-dialogheze-nu-sa-se-lupte/
Mentioned posts
https://www.facebook.com/105927547529630/posts/547393283383052
https://m.facebook.com/AmbasadaChineiinRomania
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